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By letter of 31 March 1981, the President of the Council of the European 
communities requested·the European Parliament to aeliver arroJ.,rini-on-on the 
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the ~ouncil for 
a d~rective concerning the annual accounts of -banks and othf'!r financial institutions. 
l\\ its sitting of 6 April l9Hl, lhc Eurof.>ean ParUaml~nt refPrr<.~d lhis pr·oposa.l 
to the Legal Affairs Committee as the comm1ttee responsible. At the sitting of 
15 June 1981, the President informed Parliament that the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs had been asked for an opinion. 
On 13 May 1981, the Legal Affairs Committee appointed Mt·s GASPARD rapportetJr. 
As Mrs Gaspard had ceased to be a Member of the European Parliament, the Legal 
Affairs Committee appointed Mrs VAYSSADE rapporteur on 2 October 1981. 
At its meeting of 27 and 28 J~nuary lg82 the Legal Affairs Committee heard 
an Introductory statement by its rapporteur, which was followed by an initial 
exchange of v1ews. 
At 1ts meeting of 29 and 30 A~r1l 1982 the Legal Affairs Committee continued 
its consideration of the proposal for a directive on the basis of a working 
document (PE 76.272) drawn up by its rapporteur. 
At its meetings of 19 and 20 October 1982 and 23 and 24 February 1983 
the Legal Affairs Committee considered the draft report and voted on all the 
amendments to the proposal for a directive. 
At its meeting of 23 and 24 March 1983 the Legal Affairs C~mmittee decided, 
by 12 votes to 2 with 1 abstention, to recommend to Parliament that it approve 
the Commission's proposal with the amendments below. 
The Legal Affairs Committee then adopted the motion for a resolution as a 
whole by 12 votes to 2 with twoabstentio~ 
The following took part in the vote: Mrs Veillo :cnairman;Mr LUSter ana l'fr Turner, vice-
chairmen; Mr Dalziel, Mr Donnez (deputiting for Mr,.Visentinil., Mrs Ewing (deoutizinq for 
Mr Vie), Mr Geurtsen, Mr Gontikas, Mr Goppel, Mr Helms (deputizing for Mr Malangre), 
Mr Megahy, Mr Papaefstratiou (deputizing for Mr Fischbach), Mr Prout, 
Mr Sieglerschmidt, Mr Tyrrell and Mrs Vayssade. 
0 
0 0 
The opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is attached. 
This report was submitted on 30 March 1983. 
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A 
The Legal Affairs Committee hereby submits to the European Parliament 
the following amendments to the Commission's proposal and motion for a 
resolution together with explanatory statement: 
Propos~l.from the Commission of the European 
Comm~n1t1es to the Council, for a directive con-
cern1ng the annual accounts of banks and other 
financial institutions 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSfON OF 
----IHg_§~BQeg~H-fQ~~~H!I!g~------ AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE LEGAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
-------------------------
Preamble unchanged 
Recitals 1 to 15 unchanged 
. ,· 
Article 1 unchangfd 
1. The coordination meesores ptescribed 1. Unchanged 
by this Directive shall a~ply to all 
credit institutions within the 
meaning of Article 1 of Directive 
77/780/EEC, where such institutions 
are companies or firms within the 
meaning of the second paragraph of 
Article 58 of the Treaty. 
2. This Directive shall also apply to 
all other companies or firms whose 
principal activity is to receive 
deposits or other repayable funds, 
for their own account, or to grant 
credits <including guarantees>, to 
acquire participating interests or 
make investments, in so far as such 
companies or firms have not been made 
subject to Directive 78/660/EEC. 
8~5H2r!5HL~2~-1 
2. This Directive shall also apply 
to all other companies or· firms b!~iog 
!imi!r~_!i!2i!i!l whose principal 
activity is to receive deposits or 
other repayable funds, for their own 
account, <1~-~2£21_2!!!1~9> in so far 
as such companies or firms have not been. 
made subject to Directive 78/660/EEC. 
,---------------For full text see OJ c 130 of 1 June 1981, page 9 
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TEXT PROPO.ED IY THE CONMISSION 
Qf_!~C-fYBQe~!B.,~!l!lil----
3. This Directive shall not apply to: 
<a> the credit institutions listed 
in Article 2(2) of Directive 
771780/EEC; 
(b) the fallowing credit institutions: 
- in the Kttherlands: credit 
I . 
institution• which by virtue 
of ~rticle 8 of the 'Wet 
; 1 Toe~icht Kredietwezen' are 
not subject to Article 11 of 
the aforesaid law, 
- in the United Kingdom: 'Friendly 
Societies' and 'Industrial and 
Provident Societies•. 
AMENDMENTS TAILED IY THE 
~i§!~.!ff!1Bi.,2~l!!ii. 
s. Unchanged 
--- .. 
4. MeMber States ••Y deh!r application 4. Unchlftled 
of this Directive to: 
<a> the c~edit institutions referred (a) Unchanged 
to in·Article 2(5) of Directive 
. . 
77/780/EEC, and included in the 
Commission communication of 
14 October 19782, fot so long 
as the application to them of 
Directive·77/780/EEC is deferred; 
--------~---------1Adopted on 1S April 1978, ~staattblad' 1971, 255. 
2 OJ No. C 244, 14.10.1978, P• 2 
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TEXT PROP8SED BY THE COMMISSION 
Qf_!H~-~YBeeg~!-£~~!!1~~----
Cb> other .pecialized credit 
institutions, where, because of 
the na~ure of their business, 
immedi.te application would 
create, serious problems; in this 
I 
case, ~hese institution~ must be 
I 
notifi~d to the Commission within 
six m~ths of the notification of 
this ~irective. Member States may 
I 
decide to deter application of 
this Directive to these instit-
utions pending further coordination 
and u~til 1 January 1988 at the 
latest. 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY lHE 
~~§~~-~f6!B§_£Q~III~s-
~!!!gtf2!!!~~L~2 ... _~ 
(b) other specialize~ credit instit-
utions, where, because of the 
nature of their business, immediate 
~oplic~tion would create serious 
problems; in this case, these 
institutions must be notified to 
the Commission within 6 months of 
the notification of this Directive. 
Member States may decide to defer 
a~plication of this Directive to 
these institutions pending further 
coordination and until !!_!h~ 
1!!~!!_!i~~-~!!!!-!2112~ios_!b! 
02!ifi£!!i2D-2f_!hi!_Qi!!£!i~!· 
Article 3 unchanged 
The Member States shall prescribe the 
following!layout for the balance 
sheet. 
~r!i£1!_! 
~~~tiR~~~L~2~-~ 
Member States shall R!2~ig~_!tt!!_!h! 
~2!!D~!-~h~!!_£2Dli~!!_Qf_!h! 
!~· !12~iD9-iU!.!!!-i!:L!Y£0_Q!:g!.L!!!_!hn: 
!!!!!~_l:!!!!!!.!!lD!: 
Items 1 to 7 unchanged 
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION 
Qf_rtlg_§~BQeg~~-fQ~~~~!I!~§ ___ _ 
8. S~ares and other variable-yield 
securit1es,including: 
- participating interests; 
- shares in affiliated undertakings. 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
kg§~b-~fE~lB§_fQ~~!!!~~-
8. Shares and other variable-yield 
securities, including <~-~Qr~~-~~1~!~~) 
shares in affiliated undertakings. 
Items 9 to 16 unchanged 
Unchanged 
Items 1 to 13 unchanged 
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION 
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNI11ES 
·---~--------------------------
1. The Member States shall 
prescribe that the following shall 
be shown separately in sub-items to 
the respective items: 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
bE§~b-~ff~!B~_fQ~~!!!~~-
~~~~~~~~L~2.:..~ 
1. The <~i!-~Q£Q§_Q~1~!~Ql following shall 
be shown separately in sub-items to the 
respective items: 
- claims, whether or not represented - claims, whether or not represented by 
by certificates, on affiliated certificates, on affiliated undertakings 
undertakings and contained in and contained in 'Assets' items 3 to 7; 
'Assets' items 3 to 7; 
- claims, whether or not represented - claims, whether or not represented by 
by certificates, on undertakings certificates, on undertakings with which 
with which the credit institution the credit institution is linked by virtue 
is linked by virtue of a partie- of a participating interest and contained 
ipating interest and contained in in'Assets' items 3 to 7; 
'Assets' items 3 to 7; 
- liabilities, whether or not, 
represented by certificates, 
to affiliated undertakings and 
contained in 'Liabilities' 
items 1, 2, 3 and 8; 
- liabilities, whether or not 
represented by certificates, 
to undertakings with which the 
credit institution is linked by 
virtue of a participating 
interest and contained in 
'Liabilities' items 1, 2, 3 and 
8. 
2. The Member States may, however, 
permit this information, broken down 
by the items referred to in 
paragraph 1, to be shown in the 
notes. 
- liabilities, whether or not represented 
by certificates, to affiliated under-
takings and contained in 'Liabilities' 
items 1, 2, 3 and 8; 
- liabilities, whether or not represented by 
certificates, to undertakings with which 
the credit institution is linked by virtue 
of a participating interest and contained 
in 'Liabilities' items 1, 2, 3 and 8. 
2. Unchanged 
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION 
2f-IHg_gus2efaa_,~~~~lla ___ _ 
AMEMDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
~~§~~-6ft~lBI_,~l!I~~-
Articles 6 and 7 unchanged 
1. Funds which a credit institution 
receives for retranSMitting to third 
parties in its own na•e but for the 
account of third parties shall be 
shown in the balance sheet only if 
the credit institution acquires legal 
title to the clai•s thereby 
established. 
The total a•ounts of such clai•s and 
liabilities shall be shown 
separately. 
2. Loans granted in the n .. e and 
for the account of third parties 
shall not be included in the 
balance sheet. 
~!11~!!_1 
~~~~2~~~~-~g~z 
1. Funds which ·• credit institution 
receives for retrans•itting to third 
parties in its own na•e but for the account 
of third parties shall be shown in the 
balance sheet only if the credit institution 
acquires legal title to !D~-~!D!!i~i!! 
•• 2~D!!!hiQ_g! the clai•s thereby 
established. 
The total a.ounts of such clai•s and 
liabilities shall be shown separately. 
Paragraphs 1 to 4 unchanged 
5. The Member States aay per•it 
deviations from the provisions 
of· paragraphs 2 to 4 provided that 
this is necessary to provide a 
true and fair view of the credit 
institution's assets, liabilities, 
financial position and profit or 
loss. In such cases, credit 
institutions shall indicate in the 
notes the extent to which they have 
deviated from these provisions. 
- 10 -
~~~H2~~~!-H9a_! 
5. Deleted 
-------·-----• Concerns only the English text of the 
proposal for a directive 
PE 79.340/fin. 
c 
i 
~. 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION 
QL!H~-~YBQe~~H-~Q~!lH!!!g~-----
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
LEGAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
------------------------
Paragraphs 1 to 4 unchanged 
5. In the'case referred to in 
paragraph l, however, the 
transferor is not entitled to enter 
in his bal1nce sheet the assets 
transferrei, and these 
items shall be carried as assets 
in the trahsferee's balance 
sheet. Tht transferor shall 
enter in item 3 below the line 
a contingent liability equal to 
the amount agreed in the event of 
repurchase. 
5. In the case referred to in paragraph 3, 
however, the transferor is not entitled to 
enter in his balance sheet the assets 
transferred, and these items shall be 
carried as assets in the transferee's 
balance sheet. The transferor shall enter 
in item 3 below the line C~-~2!2!_2!!!!!9> 
the amount agreed in the event of repurchase. 
Paragraph 6 unchanged 
Articles 11 to 27 unchanged 
For the presentation of the profit 
and loss account, Member States 
shall prescribe one or both of 
the layouts contained in Articles 
29 and 30~ If a Member Stc~te 
prescribes both layouts it may allow 
credit institutions to choose 
between them. 
For the presentation of the profit and loss 
account, the Member States shall prescribe 
the layout contained in ar!iS!!_~Q. !b!~ 
m!~-1!12-!Y!DQ!ll!-!h!_!t~QY!-£2Q!Ii0!2_io 
~!!i~!!-~2· 
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE CDMMlSSION 
2f.IHI.IYBRe1~-'~~1Il'1---· 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
~~i~~-~ff~l!l.,~li!It __ 
..,_. 
I 
lte•s 1 to 7 unchanged 
I. Char~el for value adjust .. nts 
fn respect of loans and advances 
to credit institutions a~j 
customer~ and provisions for 
guarantees in credit transactions 
with credit institutions and 
custom•~•· Income from the 
writing-up of loans and advances 
to credit institutions and 
customers and fr011 the wr·it ing-
back of provisions for guarantees 
in credit transactions, with 
credit i~stitutions and customers. 
! 
9. Chart•• for value adjust..nts 
in respect of •~cur1ties, 
participating interests and shares 
in affiliated undertakings/Inco .. 
from value adjustments in respect 
of securities, participating 
interest• and shares in lffil1ated 
undertakfngs. 
, 
t 
8. Charges for value adjust .. nts in 
respect of loans and advances to credit 
institutions and customers~provisions for 
guarantees in credit transactions with 
credit institutions and customers, 10~ 
~hltSIJ.!2t.~!!Y!.!~iYit!!01!.iO.!!!Q!Sl 
2!.1!~Yti1i!I£_Q!tti~iQ!1i09.i01!!!!11.1~ 
!b!C!!.!O.!!!ilii!!~.YQ~!!1!~!QS! I Inca.. 
from the writing up of loans and advances 
to credit institutions and customers~ 
the writing-back of provisions for 
guarantees in credit transactions with· 
credit institutions and customers !Q~ 
lb!.b!Sb!t.~·!Yt1i20.10~-l!l!.2!.1!~YC11ill• 
Jte•s 10 to 19 unchanged 
- 12- PE 79.340/fin. 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION . 
Qf_!H~-EYB2fE!~_£Q~~l!!~~----
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
_bE§!~_!f!a!B~-~Q~~!!!~~---
Items 1 to 3 unchanged 
4. Charges 1or value adjustments 
in respect of'loans and advances 
to credit institutions and customers 
and provisions for guarantees in 
credit transactions with credit 
institutions and customers. 
5. Charges for value adjustments 
in respect of securities, partic-
ipating interests, and shares in 
affiliated undertakings. 
4. Charges for value adjustments in 
respect of loans and advances to credit· 
institutions and customers, provisions 
for guarantees in credit transactions vith 
credit institutions and customer~, ~~g 
£b!t9!~_!2t-~!!Y!-!9iY~!mtO!~-lO-t!~Q!£1 
' gf_.UfY!i!i!§.r._~!t!idQ!!i!:!g_io!!!!i:U, ;_. 
!~9-ib!!!l-i!L!!!i!i!!!SLY~9!!U~i~SIJ • ' ' 
> 
5. Deleted 
Items 6 to 12 unchanged 
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•• 
TEXT PROPqSED BY THE COMMISSION 
2f-IHl-lY~2el6!.,9~~1!1i§ ___ _ 
AMEND"ENTS TABL£0 BY THE 
b~§!b_!f!!!B!-~2~~l!I(l_ 
Items 1 to 3 unchanged 
4. Income froa the ~rftinO up of 
loans and advances to credit 
institutions and customers and 
from the writing-back of 
provisions for guarantees in 
credit transactions with credit 
institutions and customers 
5. Incoat fro. value adjuttments 
in respect of securities, partic-
ipating interests, and shares in 
affiliated undertak~ngs. 
4. Income from the writing up of loans 
and advances to credit institutions tnd 
custo.ers, the writing-back of provisions 
for guarantees in credit transactions with 
credit institutions and customers 10~.!0&2!! 
1!21-1bt-b!ghtt-~1!~!1i2D-2!_!!~Yti1i!J, 
etr!!~1et1!og_ie!!t!!!!-!od_!b!!tl_!o 
!!!!1i!1!Q~~Q~!!!~!D9!• 
!e~~~~~~I-~2£_1~ 
5. Deleted 
Items 6 to 9 unchanged 
.. 
Article 29, items 1 and 4 <vertical 
layout) and Articl'e 30,. items A. 
1 and 8.1 <horizontal layout) 
· !OU.t!.U.-t1Uil!!R1!-!D~-i01!!!11 
Q!XI~l! 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 
!~g~2e!~I-~2&-1l 
!O!!t!~1-!!~!i~l~!!-t~-in11tii1.Dil~!l 
ml~-iOf!Y~!&-iO!It-1!!1, 
1. lnte..-st receivabLe shall include, 1. <ff•Y!-~2!21-51!!!1!2> All income arising 
all income trising froM the assets 
shown in 'Assets•, iteMs 1 to 7, 
of the balance sheet regardless of 
the form in which such income 
is calculated. Interest receivable 
shall also include ;neome arising, 
from tt,e assets shown in 'Assets•, ite•.s 1 
to 7, d the balance sheet regardlesl of 
the form in which such income is calculated, 
Cf2Y!-~2!~!-2!1!1!2> Also incoae arising, 
throug~ the spreading of the discount on 1 . 
time b~sis, in the case of •ssets 
- 14 - PE 79.340/fin. 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMlSSJON 
Qf_!tl~-~Y!9~~~~~~~1!1~~----
through the spreading of the discount 
I 
on a timt basis, in the case of 
asstts atQu1red below par value. 
"2. Interest payable shall 
include all charges for liabilities 
show~ Qhder 'Liabilttits', it .. s 1 
to 3, regardless of the for• in 
which su~h charges are calculated. 
Interest payable shall also 
include charges arising, through 
the spre•ding of the premium on a 
~ time bas1s, in the case of 
liabilities entered into above par 
value. 1 
3. Fees and commissions computed on 
a time basis and by reference to 
the amount of the claim or 
liability shall also be 
regarde~ as interest. 
AMEftDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
bg§~b:-!ff!!R~-~Q!r!II!g "" - " 
acquired below par value. 
2. < E2~!:-~2.t:Q§_QI1!1!9> All, chetge"s' "f~r 
liabilities shown under 'Liabilities~, ·items 
1 to 3, regardless of the form in which' 
such charges.are calculated. (f2Y!:-~2t~l 
~!1!1!9> Also charges arising, thro•gh 
the spreading of the premium on a time 
basis, in the c·ase of liabilities -entered 
into above par value.' 
3. Unchanged 
Article 32 unchanged 
- Article 29, items 3 and 5 
(vertical layout) and Article 30, 
items A.2 and 8.3 (hori!ontal 
layout). 
Unchanged 
~2!m!!ild2!L!!~!il!!t?!!_!o·~ Unc~anged 
~2mmil!i20i_elxt~1! 
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,, 
·' 
. . 
.., . 
.,~ . ·, 
"· 
,, .. ·,_ 
, .. -· 
... , 
.TEXT PROPOS£D BY THE COMMISSION 
2f.IH~-~YBQfg!H-'~!li1lJ ___ _ 
AMENDMEMTS TABLED BY THE 
~gi&~.&ff4ltJ_,~liiii • 
COMMissions receivable thall include Wi1b2Y1-Rt!ivd1'1-li~1bi-Dt2~1112D1-2! 
income in respect of all services !rl!il!-~1, ca..issions receivable shall 
supplied for the account of -third include income in respect of all strvices 
parties, and commissions payable 
shall include charges for the 
use of services of third parties, 
<' noJ.bly: ; 
- cOMmiss1ons for guaranteet, loans 
administration for the account of 
. other lJnders and securities 
transactions for the account of 
' third parties; 
- commi.ss;ions and other d)arges and 
income in respect of -payment 
transactions, account adminis-
tration charges and commissions 
for th~ safe custody and 
administration of securities; 
- commissions for foreign 
currency transactions and for 
the sa~e and purchase of coin 
and precious Metals f~~ the 
account of third p1rties; 
- coMMissions earned for brokerage 
se~vices in connection with 
loans, savings or insurance 
contracts. 
supplied for the account of third parties, 
and commissions payable shill include 
charges for the use of services of third 
parties, not1bly: 
- Unchanged 
- Unchanged 
- Unchanged 
- Unchanged 
Articles 34 and 35 unchanged 
6tUd!-M 
1. 'Ass.ts•, item 9, shall always 
be valued as fixed aasets. The 
asaets included in other b1lance 
sheet it••ms shall be valued 11 
fixed assets where they are 
. , 
1 • Unch;mged 
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i. 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION 
Qf_r~g-~YIQe~~~-£Q~~~~!I!~~-----
intended for use on a continuing 
basis in the normal course of the 
credit institution's activities. 
2. Where reference is made to 
'Financial fixed assets' in 
Section 7 of Directive 78/660/EEC, 
this termi shall in the case of 
credit institutions be taken to 
mean participating intere~ts, 
shares in·aftiliated undertakings and 
securities intended for use on a 
continuing basis in the normal 
course of the credit institution's 
activities. 
Article 39 of Directive 78/660/EEC 
shall be applied in the valuation 
of credit institutions' l<•ans and 
advances subject to the. fc·llowing 
provision•: 
,• 
- 17 -
AMENDMENTS TABLED tiY THE 
b~§~b-!ff6!B~-~Q~"!!!~L-
2. Unchanged 
~~--lD-~QQO!£!iQO_~i!h_!h~-!~eli£!!iQQ 
21-~~~!i2n_Z_i~t!~t!ign_ry!~!l_Qf 
Qir!~!i~~-Z§L~~QLis~_!Q_!h~_i!~mi_r~ffrr~g 
!Q_yog~r-!r!i~l~-~-~a!!~!!~_i!~m!_~£_Q, 
z_tog_§L_!h~-~~m~!r_§!s!!!_ms~_e!rmi!_!h! 
~!!Y!!igo_Q!_!h!!!-i!!m!_!!_!h!ir_!!Q£~ 
!~~h!09!.Qr_m!r~!1-~!!Y!~--lo_!hi!_!~tol_!b 
institution shall state the basis of 
---~--------------------------------
~r!i~!!_n 
~~&~2M~~I-~2~-~Q 
Article 39 of Directive 78/660/EEC shall 
be applied in the valuation of credit 
institutions• loans and advances._~~m2~r 
~!t!!!_mt~£-b2~~~~!£-~!rmi!_!h~_fg!l2~io9 
2~!29!!i2o!_io_r!!~!s!_Qf_!!!_Qt_!Qm!_Qf 
!h!_io!!i!~!i2oJ_!!!!ing_~i!hio_~r!i£l!_~ 
b~!!Qf: 
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE' CO .. IISSIOI 
2f_JHg.&UIQe&a!-'i!!U~lilgl __ __ 
1. loan• and advances to credit 
institutions and custOMers <'Assets•, 
ite•s 3 and 5), ••Y be shown at a 
lower value than perMitted under 
Article 39C1)(b) and Cc) of 
Directivei78/660/EEC, where this is 
nec~ssary· in view of the prudence 
dictated by the particular risks 
attaching· to banking business.· 
Nevertheless, the difference 
between this lower vtlue and that 
which wou~d result frOM the tppl1c• 
at.ion of the provisions Mentioned 
above must not be greater than 51. 
2. The valuations thus established 
May be Maintained until the credit 
institution drawing up the 
balance sheet wishes to write up the 
ite.s in order to avoid ur~ue 
fluctuations in value adjust•ent 
charges. 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE 
bgi!b-!ff!lBl-'~l!IIf_ 
1 • -~\.t.e..t.t..ltt.IU..L..!....L..A..~.And..J. 
J!!.d __ c_o.n.tJ.n.atntJJat.lt.t.t.u.kl.M-th.l....l..tnl. i 
11ay be shown at a lower value than 
permitted un~er Article 39<1>Cb) and (c) 
of Directive 78/660/EEC, where this it 
desirable in view of the prudence 
dictated by the pa~ticular risks 
attaching to Rltti,Yl!t.1XQ!l.Q1 
banking business. Nevertheless, the 
difference between this Lower value and 
that which would result from the 
application of the provisions mentioned 
above must not be greau·r than 51. 
2. Unchanged 
aBI!R~I~-!Qa.il 
~~--Ibt-tY1bQtit1rJ.io.tbr.~~~t-1tttll 
crJs9oJi~!r_tgc_Jw;rc~1liog_~o~J-!O~ 
Q1bt!.!iDIDSit!_io!1i1Y1i20!_!bt!! 
. !OlY!I.1b!1-lb!-1RR1iSt1!90.Q!.1b! 
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Q1h!C-SC!9il.iO!!i1Y1i9D1-1b!_io!2t!!111D 
lb!X-D!!~-12.S!i!! .. !O_!SSYt!!!-l!!e.Ct!li20 
2!-1b!_R9!i1ieo_gf_!b!i!.~Y!l0!!! 
atrto~r!~--Ibt_sr~~it_io!!i!~!i~oJ_!bl11 
!Yee!x_lbt-!Yett~i!2tX-!Y1berititl.~11b 
l!!_!b!.OISIJI!!X-9!!!· 
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TEXT PR~SED BY THE CONMlSSlON 
Qf_!H~-&W!2e~!!.,~!l!lll ___ _ 
ANENOMENTS TAILED IY THE 
bg§!b_!ff!!8l.Q_O!!lii~'--
~itb_RttiY~i~t-12-!rti~!r_z_g!_~ir!s!i~! 
Z§!~tQL'§'&-111111-!D~-!il~i!iti!!_!od_ 
It!l1t~-1o~9!1_!o~-~~erod11Yt!_i1!!J_io_ 
1b!-~!!1Dt1-!bt!1.1D~-Rt9!i1:!0d:l9!!_!££2YD! 
tbll!-~r.Jtt_e!!_aa!1o!t-••~b-2!h!t-~brr! 
!hiJ.iJ_!!st!ll-Rtrmi!!i~!!· 
Article 38 unchanged 
1. Artiele43of Directive 
78/660/EEC shall apply subject 
to the following provisions. 
2. In place of the information 
required under Article 43(1)(6) 
"f Directive 78/660/EEC, credh 
1nstitutions shall in the notes 
on the accounts provide an 
analysis of fixed term elai•s 
and liabilities in respect of 
credit institutions and 
customers other than c•edit 
institutions ('Assets', items 
3<b><bb>, 5(b) and 7 an·l 
'Liabilities'. items 1\b)(bb~ 
2<b> at"'d <c>, Hb) and 8> in 
accordance with the following 
periods: 
1. Unchanged 
2. Unchanged 
- up to and including one year; Unchanged 
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TEXT PIOPOIED IY THE CONMlSSION 
2f.!Hi.iYS9tl6!-'2!!Y!lilil.. •• -
- IICtf'e than one year but less 
than five years; 
• five years and over. 
AMEND~ENTS TAILED 8Y THE 
~fi~b-~ff!l!~-~~l!Ill--
~!1!!!~~!~~2£-~~ 
- 20!-12-1~2-X!Itl; 
·- five years and ove~· 
Second, third and fourth subparagraphs unchanged 
Paragraphs 3 to 5 unchanged 
Articles 40 to 42 unchanged 
The contact Co.ittee eat.•blilhed 
in accordance with Artfcl•• 52 of 
Directive 78/660/EEC shal , when 
corst ituted appropriately,. also 
have the following functtuns: 
(a) to facilitate, without 
prejudice to the provisions of 
Articles 169 and 170 .,f the 
Treaty, har111onized application 
of this Directive through 
regular 111eetings dealing in 
particular with practical 
proble111s arising in cJnnection 
with its application; 
Cb) to advise the Commission, if 
nece1sary, on additions or 
a111endMents to this Directive. 
1· The Contact Com.ittee established in 
accordance with Article 52 of Directive 
78/660/EEC shall C!btll-~t~!-~l!!!!d) 
also have the following functions: 
(a) Unchanged 
.. . 
Cb) Unchanged 
~& •• !D.2tsltt-1Q.,IttX-iiY1-1b11-liU&.!bt 
ttRttaro1t1!~11.2!.1bt.~~~t-1111t!_!o_!bt 
!~201!~!!.S9!1!11!!.lb!!!.~!-!RQ21D11~-Rit1lX 
~X-1b!.DI1i2D!!.!Y1b2t11!!1_t!IR9Dli~!!~!2t 
!YR!t~ii1Di-~!0~1-1D4-2!b!t_!iOIDS!I1 
ioUHYU2D!· 
Articles 44 and 45 unchanged 
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MOTION FOR __ ~SOLUTlON 
' 
oloeing the procedure tor tonaultetion of the European P1rltament on the 
~roposal from the Commisaion of the: l!!ur~pean Communities to the 
' I 
concerning a directive on the annuat acfounts of banks and other 
institutions ! 
council 
financial\ 
17 ~he European Parliament, 
]il 
l'l 
.)() 
:!I 
2 l 
'I 
'' 
/I. 
.'. 
:•H 
:J•t 
ill ! 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
,., 
J() 
3 I ' 
lfl 1 
J'J 
' I 1 ~having regard to the proposal from the CommlSSlon of the European Communities , 
- having been consulted by the Council pursuant to Article 54 of the Treat~ 
establishing the EEC (Doc. l-95/81), 
- having tegard to the Counc1l direct1ves based on Article 54(3) (g) of the 
EEC Treaty and in particular to the First Directive of 9 March 1968 2 relating 
to compulsory disclosure by companies, and I I 3 the Fourth Directive of 25 Jpl~ 1978 
on the annual accounts of certain types of companies, 
- hav1ng regard to the Firat Directive relating to the taking up and 
the business of credit inatitutions 4 , 
I 
pursu~t \of 
I 
- having regard to the report of the Legal Affairs Committee and the opini&n lof 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (Ooc.1-117/83 ), I : 
I 
·10 - having regard to the result of the vote on the Commission's proposal, 
·II 
·I.' 
·ll 
II 
I'• 
1•, 
.j; 
.)H I 
.t'l 
',() 
',I 
•,l, 
··.I 
•,•, 
''· 
'I 
'I 
"I 
''· 
,, ! 
•· I 
1,', 
(d, I I 
(a) whereas the object of the Fourth Directiv~ is to ensure equivalent and'comparable 
presentation of the information which all companies with share capital. in the 
Community are required to publish, and to give shareholders and third parties, 
through the harmonization of the rules on the layout and valuation of annual 
accounts, aa true and as uniform a picture as possible of the aasets, +labilities, 
f inane ia I poe i tlon and proti ta and loo.iil~''< <"f companies established in rh~~ Member 
States of the F.uropean communities, 
r o.r --~~---c lJ(I of l ,June t 981, p. l 
2 OJ L 65 of 14 March 1968, p. e 
J OJ L 222 of 14 August 1!178, ll p. 
4 OJ L 322 of 17 December· 1977, P• 30 
(,I 
·-·· . 
\_ 
I 
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(b) vhere11 it. vas not cafttidered feasible, when thf Fourth Directive vas adopted, 
to Make its provisions applicable to the annual accounts of credit institution• 
and insurance cOMpanies because of the particular nature of their activities, 
(c) whereas Article 9 of the First Council Directive relating to the taking up and 
pursuit of the business of credit institutions states that Me.ber States shall 
not apply to branches of credit institutions having their head office outside 
the Community provisions which result in more favourable treat•ent than that 
accorded to branches of credit institutions having their head office in the 
C0111111unity, 
1. Welcomes the presentation of the proposal for a directive under consideration 
and accr~pts the Method adopted by the Ca..ission, the ai• of which is to establish 
in an independent-text the derogations fr011 the Fourth Directive; 
2. Rec~111ends that, failing the publication - for inforaation purposes - of a 
consolidated text of all the provisions applicable to the annual accounts of 
banks tnd other financial institutions, the directive should be ca.pl .. ented 
by 1n tnnex listing explicitly the provisions of the Fourth Directive which 
are applicable to the accounts of credit institutions; 
i. Approves the proposal for a directive subject to the IHndMentl which it 
has adopted; 
4. Invitea the COMMission to adopt these amendments pursuant to Article 149, • 
second ptragraph, of the EEC Treaty; 
s~. Invitel the Council and in particular its Presideht·in-Office, to set to it that 
Article 54 of the EEC Treaty retains its full legil validity, by adopting 
this proposal by a qualified majority, should a uhani.aus decision not bt 
taken within an appropriate period of ti•e; 
6'" Instructs iU Pres·ident to forward to the Council and the C011111ission of the 
European Conaunities, pursuant to Rule 32(5) of the Rules of Procedure, the 
text of the proposal for a directive as voted by Parlia111ent and the present 
resolution. 
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EXPLANA'l'ORY STATEMENT 
I. GENERAL_CONSIDERATION~ 
1. The proposal for a directive is designed - except where adjuat$ents 
have been considered necessary - to make banks and financial instit~tions 
subject to the provisions of Directive 78/660/EEC of 25 July 1978, refarred 
to as the 'Fourth Council Directive based on Article 54{3)~g) of the TreatY 
on the annual accounts of certain types of companies•. This directive 
is referred to hereinat'ter as the 'Fourth Directive•. 
2. The present proposal for a directive is firstly part of Community 
action1 to coordinate 'to the necessary extent the safeguards which, for 
the protection of the interests of members and others, are required by 
Member States of companies or firms within the meaning of the second paragraph 
of Article 58 with a view to making such safeguards equivalent throughout 
the Community. 2 
3. Secondly, it comph•ment s Comnlunity laws governing the conditions 
under whJ.ch credit institutions carry out their operations and activities. 
In this connection, the Council has already adopted on 28 June.l973 a 
directive on the abolition of restrictions on frc•edom of establishment 
and freedom to provide scrvicc~ 3 and on 12 Oeccmb~r 1977 a directive on 
the coordination of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
relating to the taking-up and pursuit of the business of credit insti.tutions4. 
B - ~reed~~~~!~blishment and the protection of interests of 
third parties 
·-·----· 
4. The authors of the Treaty attached considerable importance t~ attaining 
freedom of establishment, as evide~ced by the fact that under Article 54(2), 
the Council has been acting by a qualified majority since the ~econd phase, 
(that is, since 1 January 1962): .so the measures to be adopted in this 
area of the 'foundations of the Community', must be adopted in the true 
Community spirit which should have emerged during the course of the first 
four years and not be dictated by attempts to achieve. a unanimous, and 
therefore minimalist, consensus. Tndeed, we know that the Fourth Directive 
was adopted by a majority 5 • The Council should be urged to follow the same 
P.~oced~~e for the ad~!ion of the directive under consideration. 
1 Community measures which have already been passed or are still under 
consideration by the institutions are listed in the Annex. 
2 The text of Article 54(3)(g) of the EEC Treaty 
3 OJ r. 194 of 16 July 1973, page 1 
4 OJ L 322 of 17 December 1977, page 30 
5 cf. speech by Mr NarJes to the Legal Affairs Committee on 10 Novelllber 
(PE 76.494 point 1. 3) 
1981 
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5. However, safeguards which arc required of companies or firms for the 
protection of the interests of members and third parties must be coordinated 
'to the necessary extent' and 'with a view to making such safeguards equivalent 
(throughout the Community)'. This wording leaves room for interpretation 
as to whether Community action in a specified area is politically expedient, 
and, particulary, as to the degree of coordination that is acceptable to 
make the required safeguards 'equivalent'. 
6. The different proposals for a directive based on Article 54(3)(g) 
appear in an order which can be seen as a reflectiqn of the decreasing 
~for the Communi!X_to ~~~~~~}~~ in the various areas involved: this 
assumption, must, of course, be modified by reference to the complexity 
of the task of finding a solution at Community level, as a result of the 
pr<Jhlems olrising from the varying degrees of disparity betwren national 
laws. 
7. If the problem is seen in these terms, it foltows that the proposal for 
a directive on the annual accounts of banks and other financial institutions 
is necessary to the extent that it is linked to the Fourth Directive, which 
has already been adopted: this fact was recognized by the Community legislator 
who felt compelled to exclude credit institutions from the scope of this 
general directive since the particular ndture of their activities required 
a number of special provision~; covering the drawing up of a,·,·ounts. These, 
in fact, already exist in most Member States. 1 
8. It had been ascertained that Community action was necessary, and implement-
ation was quite simply postponed; the Legal Affairs Committee and Parliament 
did not express any reservations on the limitation imposed on the scope of 
Uw Fo11rt.h Directive. 
9. The specific nature of the area to be legislJted on meant that the pre-
paratory work extended over a considerable period ·of time; t:-te text wliich 
is now before Parliament comes almost ten years after the proposal for the 
Fourth Directive; almost three years after the adqption by the Council of 
the Fourth Directive the Commission has now submitted the proposal for a 
directive on the annual accounts of banks. 
10. Given this situation, the provisions of the proposal for a directive 
should be seen in the context of the aim of making the annual accounts of 
these institutions 'equivalent' by rendering them more easily comparable. 
'rhis haR beeome all IIH' mnn• llC't'<'~;s,n·y ~•irll't' an irwn•,rsinq nttmh<•r of cr<'dil 
institutions carry out their operations beyond national frontiers. 
~"C' 1\rllcl<' 1(2) of thE' Fourth L)irective 
OJ L 222 of 14 August 1978, page 11 
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: ').' 
c - The Community principle of the disclosure of annual accounts 
its phased application 
11. Artiele 2 ( 1) (f) of the first Directive on Cl)mpany law1 obliged ~tember 
States to 'take the measures required.to ensure compulsory disclosure by 
companies of ••• the balance sheet and the profit and loss acco~nt of each 
financial year', namely their annual accounts. As regards limited liability 
companies under German, Belgian, French, Italian and Luxembourg law and the 'besloten 
naamloze vennootschap' under Dutch law, this reqtirement was deferred until 
the entry into force of a directive concerning tte coordination of the 
content!> of balancE' shCC'ts e~nd the profit and lo~s ilC'counts. 
The pressing need for such coordination was acknowledged and confirmed 
by the proposal contained at the end of the above-mentioned article, according 
to which the Council undertoox to issue a directive on annual accounts 
within two yearR of the ado@tion of the Directive on disclosure, the validity 
of the u~ligations of ~ompanlcs and the nullity of such com~anios. 
12. ,'\1'1 :JointNl out above, the dirt!ctiVf! on annual <tcc:ountH wa!'l only adopted 
in 1978, namaly 8 yea::-s behihd schedule and under Atticle 1(2) of this 
Directive the a,Pplication of 'its ptoviaiona to ba11ks, other financial 
• institutions and insuranc~ companies, was deferred, pending subsequent 
coordination. In this ·respect it should be borne in mind that Conunissionl:'r Narjes, in 
his statement of 10 November 1981, ·informed the Legal Affairs Committee that 
the Comm~sion had only just commenced work on the annual accounts of insurance 
companies • The Commissipn actively pu.rsued its work on thi~ during 1982 (see the . 
Sixteenth General Report, paragraph 251). 
'D' - ~!~pdsal for··a directive on the annual accounts of credit institutions 
and the Fourth Directive - methodology 
13. On previous occasions, the Community legislator has invoked the phased 
~~q~~~~~tt~~~~~~~q~~~~ for example, as regards the taking up of the 
business of direct insurance other than life insurance, Article 7 of Directive 
73/239/EZC provided that health, credit and suretyship and legal expenses 
insurance were beyond its scope, pen~ing further coordination. 
As regards legal expenses insurance, the·commission proposed that the 
planned coordination should be achieved by means of an independent directive 
(cf. Doc. 1-257/79); while, as far as credit and su~etyship insurance was 
concerned, the Commission pro~osed amending the First Directive (cf. Doc. 
373/79). 
l OJ No. L 65, 14.3.1968, P• 8 
2 ct. spcr!ch by t·tr Narjc!'l tn the Legal Affairs Committee on 10 November 1981 
( P f. 7fo • 4 '.I 4 , lJO iII t 5 , 2 • 2 ) 
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14. In the present case, the Commission has opted for an iD~P~D~Dt_text, 
even though it 2~~=:~~-~~!~-!~=-~=~~~~!~~~~-~~~~-~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~· 
There are grounds for adopting this solution, bearing in mind the 
following two considerations: 
- the number of derogations apparently needed for credit institutions would 
make the directiv~ very unwieldy; 
credit institutions are perfectly capable of assessing the obligations 
imposed on them by the application of the general rules which apply to 
them under the Fourth Directive, as well as the derogations contained in 
the specific Directive; furthermore, the national legislator can, if he 
considers it appropriate, group all the provisions which appl~ to the 
annual accounts of credit institutions into a single document. 
15. The .proposal for a directive on the annual accounts of banks and other 
financial institutions thus systematically complements the Fourth Directive 
as far as credit institutions are concerned: the two texts are also drawn 
2 
up in the same way. 
16. Th0 prqposal for a Directive starts with a number of e~~!!m!n~~y 
~f2Y~§i2~~-(Section 1, Articles 1-2) and g~n~f~!-Ef2Y!~!2n~ concerning the 
balance sheet and the profit and loss account (Section 2, Article 3). 
The layout Of the balance sheet is dealt with in Section 3 (Articles 
4-10) and the profit and loss account in Section.s (Articles 28-30). 
The special. provisions relating to the balance sheet are contained in 
Section 4 (Articles ll-2~and those relating to the profit and loss account 
in Section 6 (Articles 31-35). 
These are followed by the valuation rules (Section 7, Articles 36 and 
37), the provisions relating to the contents of the notes to the accounts 
(Section 8, Articles 39-40), the provisions relating to publication (Section 
10, Article 42) and the final provisions (Section 11, Articles 43-45). 
There is a manifest absence of special provisions regarding the annual 
report and the auditing of accounts which are covered, without derogation, 
by the provisions of Articles 46 and 51 of the Fourth Directive. 
0 
0 0 
II. SPECIFIC REMARKS 
17. As regards the provisions which your rapp~rteur considers require no special 
comment, reference is made to the explanatory statement that is annexed to the 
proposal for a Directive. 
Nevertheless, it would seem appropriate to draw attention to the following 
points: 
1 It should be recommended that, failing the publication - for information 
purpo~es - of a consolidated text of all the provisions applicable to the 
annual accountt of banks and other financial institutions, the directive 
should be complemented by an annex listing explicitly the provisions of 
the Fourth Directivn which are applicable to the accounts of credit 
institutions. 
2 See Annex II: Study of the applicability of the provisions of Directive 
78/660/EEC to establishments covered by the proposal for a directive 
concerning the annual accounts of banks. 
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A - Scope of the Directive - the problem of branches of institutions 
~hi'2!!.__~!lV~-~_h_eir~~~- office outside the Community 
18. The Commission has, quite rightly, pointed out that 'in virtually all 
the Member States of the Community, institutions of differing legal forms 
are in competition with one another in the credit sector', (seventh recital). 
It is now proposing 'not to confine coordination to the legal forms covered 
by Directive 78/660/EEC (the 'Fourth Directive'), but to choose a scope which 
is in line with that of Council Directive 77/780/EEC relating to the 
taking-up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions (the 'First 
Directive')' (seventh recital, and Article 2(1) and (2)). Your rapporteur 
cbnsiders that this ~~~~ng~g_g~finition_of_tbe_a~oge_of_tbe_d~ecti~e should 
be adopted. 
19. Nevertheless, th~-~~t~D§lQD_Qf_tbe_Qi~e~ti~e_onl~-a~lt~~-tQ companie~ 
or firms within the meaning of Article 58,~d ~aragraph, of the EEC 
Treaty: branches of credit institutions which have their registered office 
outside the Community are therefore beyond its scope. 
The C2mmi~t~~-2D-~~2n2mi~_and-~oneta~~_aftai~a. in its ~~~~~~ adopted on 
25 November 1981, proposea that these branches should be subject to the same 
requirements as companies or firms established in the Community (cf. 
PE 74.050/fin., paragraph 2, item 3, of the conclusions). 
20. The Commission replied on 8 December 1981 to a question raised on this 
subject by lotr Herman, 
and Monetary Affairs. 
published in OJ No. C 
draftsman of an opinion f~r the Committee on Economic 
The text of the questioni(l021/81) and of the answer, 
333 ·of 21 December 1981, p. 29, are as follows: 
Written Question No. 1021/81 by Mr Herman to the Commission of the European 
Communities (2 October 1981) 
Subject: Annual accounts of credit institutions 
The principles of the First Council Directive of 12 Oecember 1977, based 
on Article 57 of the Treaty, (77/780/EEC) concerned the coordination of the 
laws, regulations and administrative provisions relating to the taking up and 
pursuit of the business of credit institutions. 
The Fourth Directive of 25 July 1978 (78/660/EEC) applies to the annual 
accounts of limited companies generally, and not to banks and other financial 
institutions, or to insurance companies. 
The proposal for a Directive concerning th~ annual accounts of banks and 
other financial institutions (COM(Bl) 84 final) :of 9 March 1981 should be 
applied to all credit ins~itutions since it is qesigned to protect all savers 
and create e~ual conditions of competition as between all credit institutions. 
- 2:! - PE 79.340/fin. 
However, the proposal for a Directive does not apply to branches of 
credit institutions which have their head office outside the Community. 
This is regrettable because these branches are sometimes more important than 
European credit institutions and can thus escape the information and 
publication requirements to which their European competitors are subject. 
Could not the Commission submit to the Council a proposal for a Directive 
to make these br~nches subject to the same requirements as those which the 
recent proposal for a Directive imposes on institutions established in the 
Community? 
Answer given by Mr Tugendhat on behalf of the Commission (20 November 1981) 
It is correct that the proposal for a Directive concerning the annual 
accounts of banks and other financial institutions does not apply to branches 
of credit institutions which have their head offices outside the Community. 
The reason for this exclusion is that the proposal in question must have the 
same legal basis as the Fourth Directive, which it complements, namely 
Article 54(3)(g) of the EEC Treaty. As the branches of foreign banks cannot 
be regarded as companies or firms within the meaning of Article 58 of the 
Treaty, Article 54(3)(g) cannot be applied to them. 
However, the Commission agrees that these branches should also be made subject 
to disclosure requirements precluding the situation described by the Honourable 
Member: it intends to transmit a proposal for a Directive along these lines 
to the Council as soon as possible. 
21. Your rapporteur is prepared to accept the (j:ommission's argument that 
Community legislation on annual accounts derives from Article 54(3)(g) of the 
EEC Treaty which only applies to companies or firms within the meaning of 
Article 58, namely 'companies or firms formed in accordance with the law of 
a Member State and having their registered office, central administration or 
principal place of business within the Community'. This is true whether they 
are companies or firms constituted under civil or commercial law, including 
cooperative societies, or other legal persons governed by public or private 
law, save for those which are non-profit-making. 
22. Nevertheless, branches of companies or firms (whether credit institutions 
or industrial or commercial undertakings) which have their head office out~id~ 
the Community, can escape the information requirements to which their European-
competitors are subject: members and third parties are therefore not afforded 
equivalent protection. 
23. Article 9 of the First Council Directive relating to the taking-up and 
the pursuit of the business of credit institutions might offer an indirect 
-- --- .. ----§Q!YtlQQ. The text reads as follows: 
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'Member States shall not apply to branches of credit institutions having 
their head office outside the Community, when commencing or carrying on 
their business, provisions which result in more favourable treatment than 
that accorded to branches of credit institutions having their head office 
in the Community.' 
24. If Community rules did not apply to branches of credit institutions 
having their head office outside the Community, they would enjoy more 
favourable treatment than their European counterparts. In order to prevent 
the distortion of competition which would result from this legal situation, 
Member States can justifiably make these branches of non-Community institutions 
subject to the requirements which will derive from the directive at present 
under consideration, once it has been adopted. 
25. Irrespective of whether the solution outlined above is considered 
feasible, the Commission should specHy the leg~l basis, 
methods, and schedule it intends to adopt for submission to the Council of 
its planned proposal for a directive on 'branches of non-Co~unity credit 
institutions'. 
B - !he layout of annual accounts - the question of combining items 
26. Among the provisions which would seem to deserve our attention as a 
matter of priority are the general provisions concerning the balance sheet 
and profit and loss account set out in Article 3, (which itself constitutes 
the whole of Section 2). 
Article 4(2) of the Fourth Directive makes provision for the layout, 
nomenclature and terminology of the annual accounts to be adapted when 'the 
special nature of an undertaking so requires'; since the proposal for a 
directive under consideration is restricted to the annual accounts of credit 
institutions ~~~Y thP.r.P is clP.nrly no point in allowing for such aoaptatio~ 
here; this is the purport of Article 3(1) which should consequently be adopted. 
27. Article 4(3) of the Fourth Directive authorizes certain items to be 
combined under specified conditions. The text reads as follows: 
'The balance sheet and profit and loss account items that are preceded by 
Arabic numerals may be combined where: 
(a) they are immaterial in amount for the purposes of Article 2(3); or 
(b) such combination makes for greater clarity, provided that the items 
I 
so combined are dealt with separately in the notes on the accounts. 
Such combination may be required by the Member States.' 
It should be borne in mind that the possibili t~r of combinin9 items was 
criticized by the Legal Affairs Committee when it considered the prolX)sal 
for the Fourth Directive; Parliament, consequently, asked for the provision 
to be deleted (cf. paragraphs 8 and 9 of the resolution embodying Parliament's 
opinion: OJ No. C 129, 11.12.1972, p. 39). 
-
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28. The possibility of combining items in the balance sheet and the profit 
and loss account, even when limit•d to sub•items preceded by a small letter, 
would detract from the importance of the annual accounts and would be at 
variance with the objective laid down in Article 2(2) and (3) of the ~ourth 
Directive (78/660/EEC), according to which the ann~al accounts must be drawn 
up 'clearly' and •give a true ~nd fair view df the company's aa,sets, 
liabilities, financial posi~ion and profit or loss.• 
Furthermore, the aim of this proposal for a directive of making annual 
accounts comparable (recitals 10 and 12) would become considerably reduced 
in scope, since Article 3, at the end of paragraph 2, lays down that ti1e 
combinations of items should be authorized under regulations drav.n u~ by the 
Member States for this purpose. 
29. For this reason your rapporteur proposed an amendment to Article 3 making 
the combination of items inapplicaole; this amendment was rejected by 9 votes 
to 6. 
c - 1he layout of annual accounts - the question of set-off between items 
30. Certain~ision~ of. the proposal fqr a directive would seem to be in-
compatible with the Commission's declared objectives of having true, clear 
and comparable accounts. This is the case with ArticlES 34 ( 2) and JS( 2) which 
authorize certain charges to be set off against the corresponding income so 
that only the balance is shown. As the commAt~~Economrc and Monetary_ 
Affairs states in paragraph 6 of its opinion this provision is at variance 
with Article 7 of the Fourth Directive which expressly prohibits under its 
general provisions 'any set•off between asset and liability items, or 
between income and expendi~ure items•. 
31. Your rapporteur pointed out that the arguments put forward by the Commissi¢n 
in its explanatory notes seemed to him to be unconvincing. The Commission, in 
fact,considers that this set-off would allow institutions to make the necessary 
modifications for value adjustments that are no longer required and consequently 
( 
make it possible to mitigate the effects on the profit and loss account of extra-
ordinarily high charges for value adjustments to be formed in the given year thus 
enabling some degree of steadiness to be achieved in the profit and loss situation 
in the interest of maintaining public confidence'. 
32. Your rapporteur doubts whether a measure which undermines the clarity and 
veracity of accounts is the best method of maintaining public confidence. Surely 
the best method of fostering this climate of confidence would, instead, be to 
detail the charges for value adjustments on loans and advances and security reserves 
on one side, and, on the other, the income from the recovery of loans and advances 
and the cancellation of earlier value adjustments. 
The Legal Affairs Committee accepted the possibility of compensation authorized 
under Articles 34 and 35. 
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(x) 33. The Legal Affairs Committee examined the problems raised by the valuation rules 
laid down in Article 37 of the proposal for a directive under consideration. 
It should be borne in mind that the mere application of the provisions 
of Article 39(1) (b) and (c) of the Fourth Directive to cre~it institutions 
would be sufficient authorization for them to carry out certain (downward) 
value adjustments. Parliament let this pass without criticism. 
34. The Commission is now proposing that when it is 'necessary in view 
of the prudence dictated by·~he particular ri~s att~ft~d. ~o banking 
business', an additional adjustment should be allowed, since the difference 
between the lower value resulting from the application of Article 37 and 
the value resulting from the application of Article 39 of the Fourth 
Dirsc;ive must not be qreatet than 5\. 
35. If loans and advances to credit institutions and customers can be 
shown at a lower value, this would allow concealed reserves to be formed, 
which would seem hard to-reconcile with the principle of having fair and 
clearly drawn up balance sheets. 
36. Credit institutions would: furthermore, have every reason to assume 
that the conditions of Article 37 had been met1 consequently, any person 
reading the balance sheet would have good grounds for thi~king that 
systematic use had been made of this option. 
37. In the same line of thinking, your·rapporteur does not consider that 
.. 
the committee should endorse the et222!t!t_{t2ID-~h~_Cg~ttee_gQ_~~gogmic_ood 
~2n~~!~~-~!!~!!! (cf. PE 74.050/fin., point 4 of the conclusions), to the effect 
that value adjustments should be calculated in relation to all the assets, 
while keeping the margin or discretion under the 5% limit. 
lt is true that there is always an arbitrary element in fixing a 
particular rate. The Commission should justify the figure that has been 
chosen. A lower rate, while of course reducing the amount of concealed 
reRerves, would not prevent them being formed; furthermore, the positive 
effects which a reduction of the rate would have in relation to the 
veracity of accounts would, in a way, be dancelled out by permitting 
value adjustments for all the assets. 
38. Under these circumstances, your rapporteur first of all proposed that 
Article 37 of the proposal for a directive should be deleted; as far as 
credit institutions are concerned, value adjustments would then have been 
subject to the general provisions of Article 39 of the Fourth Directive, 
which are already very flexible; however, your rapporteur refrained from 
tabling an amendment to this effect as the Commission's representative 
undertook to reduce the margin of discretion below the SX limit laid down 
by the present text of the proposal. 
An amendment aiming to delete Article 37 was rejected by a very large. majority. 
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In addition, the Legal Affairs Committee adopta., by 9 votes to 7 with 1 
abstention, an amendment adding a third paragraph to Article 36; this amendment 
follows up point 5 of the opinion of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. 
E - ~plication and «tdaetation'of the directive - membership of the 
contact committee 
-----·--
39. Finally, your rapporteur wishes to suggest that more precise details 
should be given concerning membership o·! the committee which is responsible 
for monitoring the implementation of directives on annual ~ccounts. Article 
52 of the Fourth Directive provides for the creation of a contact committee, 
composed of representatives of ME'mbcr States and of the Commission:. 
(a) to facilitate, without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 169 and 
170 of the Treaty, harmonized application of this Directive through 
regular meetings dealing in particular with practical problems arising 
in connection ~ith its application; 
(b) to advise the Commission, if necessary, on additions or amendments to 
this Directive. 
It would seem logical, as the Commission s~ggests in Article 43 of the· 
present proposal specifically to extend the terms of reference of the contact 
committee to include the 4ppli~4tion and adaptation of the directive on the 
annual accouhts of banks. 
It will be noted that the specific nature of the problems of this sector 
induced the Commission to propo8e that the contact committee should be 
'constituted appropriately' when discussing such probl~ms. 
(x) 40. Your committee considered it desirable to clarify this wording by adding a second 
paragraph to Article 43 which might be worded as follows: 
'In order to carry out thi9 task, the representatives of the Member States 
in the contact committee sha1l be appointed partly by the n·ational authorities 
responsible for supervising banks and other financial institutions'. 
In this way the membership of the contact committee for 'annual accounts' 
could, wheQever the annual accounts of banks are involved, approximate to 
that of the advisory commi~tce •et up under Article 11 of the F~rst Directive 
of 12 December 1977 on the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit 
institutions. 
Ill - CONCLUSION 
41. Bearing in mind the differences which exist at present between states 
with very st.rict legislation and those with relatively flexible legislation, 
your committee considers that the proposal for a dire.ctive under consideration 
constitutes a relat1vely satisfactory basis for coordination which would fully 
sa~isfy the requirements of Article 54(3) (g) of the EEC Treaty. 
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42. Your committee, however, proposes ·some amendments the essential aim of which 
is, fir~t, to clarify or make more specific several provisions and, secondly, to 
make more flexible some of the rules contained in the text drawn up by the Co-mission; 
a minority expressed strong disagreement with this second.category of amendments whieh, 
it felt, woutd, if adopted, l+Mit the scope of the directive in such a way as to 
jeopardize the objectives of comparability and veracity in the presJntation of the 
annual accounts of banks. 
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l. This proposal was requested by the Member States and will complement the 
fourth Council Directive of 25 July 1978 (OJ L 222, 14 August 1978) concerning 
the annual accounts of certain forms of limited companies, but excluding banks, 
financial institutions and insurance companies. 
2. Banks and credit institutions have already been the subject of a first 
council Directive, dated 12 December 1977 (77/780/EEC) 1, the purpose of which 
was the coordination of laws, regulations and administrative provisions 
relating to the taking-up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions. 
It is important to bear this in.mind# as the first directive laid down 
the basic principles which the present proposal is intended to apply. 
As we shall see, there may well be some difference between the intention 
and reality. 
3. Field of application 
- The principles of Directive 77/780/BEC, besed on Article 57 of the 
EEC Treaty, were intended to apply to !l! credit institutions, since 
the aim was to protect !!! savers and create conditions of equal 
competition between all credit institutions. 
- The present directive, based on Article 54(3) (g) of the Treaty of 
Rome, does not apply to the branches of credit institutions whose regis-
tered office is established outside the Community. 
- This exclusion is regrettable because many such branches, (e.g. 
subsidiaries of American or Japanese banks, or branches in tax havena) 
are larger than the European credit institutions covered by the 
proposed directive. They cater for a large number of depositors, 
grant large-scale loans and provide stiff competition for the 
European firms. Hence it is not right that these branches should 
not be subject to the requirements concerning information and 
disclosure by which their European competitors are bound. 
- Moreover, under Article 54(3) (g) such branches benefit from more 
favourable arrangements than do branches of credit institutions estab-
lished ·in the Community, which is strictly at variance with the 
principles laid down by Directive 77/780/EEC. 
For this reason Article 2 of the present proposal should be amended 
• so as to subject the branches of credit institutions whose registered 
office is established outside the Community to the same requirements 
as the proposal imposes on institutions established within the 
Community. 
l OJ L 322/30, 17.12.1977 
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This could be done simply by deleting the last twenty words in 
Article 2(1). 
4. The present directive is a compromise between relatively lenient and 
extremely restrictive legislation. Compared with the requirements of the 
fourth Directive, it falls a good way short of legitimate expectation. 
The protection of savings, and partiqularly those of the small saver, 
deserves government attention. The Commission's timorousness on this point 
is therefore hard to understand. No major bank anywhere in the world is 
sparing in its disclosure of information when it is bent on gaining the 
confidence of depositors. Profit levels in the banking sector are 
such that these banks are seldom unable to afford it. 
Looking through the balance sheets and profit and loss accounts, one 
inevitably finds that there are not all that many items and that they 
provide very little detail. 
The Commission has taken a much more demanding line, relatively speaking, 
with the ordinary commercial companies, which invest and risk other people's 
money to a far lesser extent than the banks. 
5. Valuation rules 
- Article 39(1) (b) and (c) of Directive 78/660/EEC already allows c~edit 
institutions a certain latitude in the valuation of loans and advances 
which must be ~hown in the. balance sheet. 
- Article 37 of this directive will facilitate the creation of large 
concealed reserves since the permissible difference between the 
lower value provided for in Article 39 of the directive and that 
rcRulting frmn th0 application of this proposal is 5%, which may 
in many cases seem high. 
• 
In this respect this article does not fully comply with the principles 
-of rigour, objectivity and veracity embodied in the first directive of 
1977. 
In addition, it disregards to a large extent the principle of 
prudence also enshrined in the 1977 directive. 
So as better to meet these two objectives, which are to some extent 
contradictory, we propose, first, that the margin of discretion 
should be made narrower but that on the other hand it should be 
possible to calculate it on all the assets which are subject to 
risks and fluctuations. 
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6. This directive is also at variance with Article 7 of Directive 78/660/BBC 
in allowing credit institutions to indicate in the profit and loss account 
only the balance from setting off charges arising from adjustments in the 
valuation of certain items in the balance sheet against income resulting 
from the cancellation of these adjustments. 
Conclusions 
1. Points out that the intention of the b,irective of 25 July 1978 on 
the annual accounts of certain types of companies was to create equi-
valent financial requirements for credit institutions, so as to provide 
similar guarantees to savers throughout the Community and ensure 
fair conditions of competition between institutions in the same 
category; 
2. Doubts whether, in view of the enormous differences that would still 
exist after adoption of this directive between countries with exacting 
requirements and those w~th more lenient provisions, the purpose of 
the directive can be fulfilled by the proposal as it stands; 
3. Proposes accordingly that Article 2 be amended so that the branches of 
credit institutions whose registered office is established outside the 
Community are covered by the directive and are therefore subject to the 
same requirements as this proposal imposes on institutions established 
within the Community; 
4. Consider:-~ a\~;o th.tl with n•gard to the rules on the valuation of 
credit institutions' loans and advances the method recommended in 
Article 37 is not in accordance with the stated objectives of rigour, 
clarity and veracity; proposes, on the one hand, that the margins of 
discretion should be reduced below the suggested 5% limits but that, 
on the other, it should be possible to calculate those margins in 
relation to all the assets whose value is subject to ~luctuation 
5. 
and not only in relation to loans and advances; 
Requests the Legal Affairs Committee to propose the adoption of a new 
Article 37a between Articles 37 and 38 of the proposal for a directive 
on the accounts of banks, worded as follows: 
'111 •·onnt•dion with UtP .applil:ation of Lhe lJt'OViBions of Article 39 of 
Directive 78/660/EEC to the securities referred to under the heading 
"Assets" in points 2, 6, 7 and 8 of Article 4, the Member states may 
decide to value these securities at their stock exchange value if they 
are officially quoted on the stock exchange.'; 
6. Approves the proposal for a directive, subject to these amendments. 
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ANNEX I 
A. Acts adopted relatin9 to company law 
(a) First council Directive (1968, OJ L 65): Article.2 of this 
directive requires the disclosure of certain particu'lars and 
documents such as the statutes of the company and any amendments 
to them, the company's officers and auditors). Article 9 stipulates 
that the limits on the powers of the organs of the company may 
not be relied on as against third parties, even if they have been 
disclosed. 
(b) Secon~ council Directive (1977, OJ L 26); this directive specifies~ 
the information which must be given' in the statutes and in any 
document amending them. The directive lays down a set of rules 
concerning the capital of the company, and in particular any 
increase or reduction in that capital. 
(c) Third Council Directive (1978, OJ L 295) concerning mergers 
. " , between soc1etes anonymes. 
(d) Fourth Council Directive (1978, OJ L 222); this directive lays 
down detailed rules governing the annual accounts of certain types 
of companies •. 
(e) Council Directive (1979, OJ L 66) coordinating the conditions for 
the admission of securities to official stock exchange. listing. 
(f) Sixth Directive coordinating the requirements for the drawing-up, 
scrutiny and distribution of the listing particulars to be published 
for the admission of securities to official stock exchange listiny. 
(g) EEC Convention on the mutual recognition of companies and bodies 
corporate (Supplement No. 2/69 to the Bulletin of the European 
Communities). 
B. Commission proposals relating to company law currently before the 
Council 
(a) Proposal for a Third Directive to coordinate the safeguards which, 
for the protection of members and others, are required by the 
Member States of companies within the meaning of the second 
paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty in connection with mergers 
b . " , etween soc1etes anonymes. (1970, OJ C 89, amended by COM(75) 
671 final- proposal partially adopted, see above). 
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(b) Proposal for a Fifth Directive to coordinate the safeguards 
which, for the protection of members and others, are required 
by the Member States of companies within the meaning of the 
second paragraph of Article 58 of the Treaty as regards the 
structure of societes anonymes and the powers and obligations 
of their orgens (1972, OJ C 131). 
(c) Proposal for a Seventh Directive concerning group accounts 
(1976, OJ C 14). 
(d) Proposal for an Eighth Directive concerning the approval of 
persons responsible for carrying outstatutory audits of limited 
liability companies (1978, OJ C 112, amended: OJ C 317, 1979). 
(e) Proposal for a Directive on information to be published on a 
regular basis by companies whose transferable securities are 
admitted to official stock exchange listing (1979, OJ C 29, 
amended: 1980, OJ C 210). 
(f) Proposal for a Regulation on the statute for European companies 
(1970, OJ C 124, amended: COM(75) 150). 
(g.) Proposal for a Regulation on the European Cooperation Grouping. 
(1974, OJ c 14, amended: COM(78) ·139). 
(h) Proposal for a Regulation on the control of concentrations 
between undertakings (1974, OJ C 92, amended: COM(81) 773). 
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ANNEX II 
WorkLnc Pnper 
Study of the nppltcnbi.lity of the provisiont; of Directive 
78/ollO/l'::EC t.o N'1 tnh 11 shrnen t.:1 c<>VC'T'Pd by th<> Proponnl 
for a Dircctlvo concerning the annual accounts of banks And othor 
financ lal inn ti. tutlons, prcparf!d by the responsible 
departments of DG III and DG XV 
SCOPE 
Article 1, paragraph 1, 
of the 4th Dlrec ti ve: 
Arti~lo 1, pnrn~;rnph ~' 
of the 4th Ul rc-.~ Li vc: 
not applicable, replaced hy 
ArL.Icle 2, para. 1 and 2, of the 
Dirc•ctive on annual accounts of 
hanks 
no 1: nppl I cnblo, replaced by 
1\ r· Li c1 e 1, para.l, of tho .Direc-
tive on nnnual accounto of bunks 
Section 1 .. General provisions 
(Article 2) 
applies to banks 
Section 2- Gcncrnl provi nions conc(~r·n1n1~ the balance sheet 
nnd th0 profit a~d loss accotmt (Art. 3-7) 
• 
A~tlcln J - applies 
Article ~.1 - applies ( !h(~ r• ferences to Articlc:J !!, 
10, n.ncl ?.3 to ?6 should be 
deemed to apply to the balance 
:::lwnt·. rmd profit and 1o::s acf:ount 
of l.hc Dl rcc ti.vo on annual 
O<'(~(lllll 1.:: of bnnl<n, n:; prov 1 ded 
:tn 1\rt. •. 1.2 of the nhovP-
rrll·nU oned Dlroctlve) 
Article 4.C>- not alJPJicnldc· {cf. Art. ~~.1 of ll1o 
·, 
ll i r•c1~ Live on nnnunl accounts of 
b;mJc;) 
Article 4.3 - applies subject to the restriction~ laid 
down in Art. 3.2 of the Directive 
on annual accounts of banks 
Article 4.4 - appllcn 
Artlcl.c ~.5- npplic~; 
Article ~~ 
Ar t.i c~l e l) 
Articl<~ 7 
- not :tppl i cnblc (outside tl1e scope of th~~ 
D.irectivc on annual accounts of 
k111l~r:) 
- appllcn 
- applic::, ('X<'cpt where Arts. 34.2 and 35.2 
of' the Directive on annual 
•weounts of banks provide other-
wise. 
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Section 3 - Layout of the balance sheet (Art. 8-14) 
Articles 8-10 (presentation of balance sheet) 
- do'not apply. Replaced by Art. 4 ot the 
Directive on annual accounts of 
banks. 
Articles 11 and 12 (provisions for small companies) 
do not npply (specifically excluded by 
Art. 41 ot the Directive on 
annual accounts of banks r. 
Arti<'!le 13 applies. Article 18 ot the "Bank 
accounts Directive" adds dntalls 
concerning these 1tcmo taken from 
Arts. 9 and 10 of the 4th Direc-
tive (the complete text of these 
two Articles does not apply). 
Article 14 applies, inso,f.ar a,l the .guarantees concerned 
are not c9vere~ by~rti~le 25. 
.... 
.. ·" 
Section 4 - Spcclnl provisions relating to certai.n balance sheet 
items (Art •. 15-21) 
Article 15 
1 and 2 
does not apply, as the dis tine tion bt:t-
·wccn fixed and current assets 1r-. 
irrclevnnt to th0 structur~ of 
brmk~~ 1 :v~eoun t~. 
l 
I 
Article 15.3- specifically made t0 apply by lll't. 40,l. 
of tl1e Di.rcc t:t VP on rumunl 
accounts of banks to fiX(!\J assets 
(as d~fined in Art. 36 of the same 
Directive.) 
!lrtl.clc 15.4- applies (to fJ rot sub-hunding undt ,· 
11 ./ls~~cts - 9" of' the bnlnncc r:hr~i.~L 
for "B[ml<n"). 
At•t;Jclc lt:) applico Ownding "Annots- 10", "H.::mY..~:") 
Art.lclr- L7 applies (e::pccJt:tlly :f!rot nub-hendl.np, 
"1\:::;et;:.: - B", "Bcml<n"; alr;o f'ur 
thr· appUcq .. t1on of Arto. !), 2!.1 
it:.<•o,:: ~?b) imd !J; 30 ite111s A s, 
H ~2b) anr.·,B 5; 32# 35; 36.2; 
<10.1 an<} 2a)). 
/. 
/ 
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Article 18 
Article l.~) 
Articl c :~o 
Article 2l 
applies (heading "Assets - 15", 
"Banks") 
- appl ic~:; 
nppl i c:1 (heading "Liabili tics - 7", 
II j \;iJt k:; II ) 
- opp.l i(~:; (headjnR "Liabili tics 
"Han l<:;" ) 
. 
. 
Section 5 - Layout of the profit nnd lor.n account (Art. 22 - 27) 
Art:i clcs ~?-26 do not a.l!.ll.l.l (replaced by Artn. 
?B-:10 or the DJ.rcctive on rumunl 
accoun t;n of bankn). 
Arti.c1e 27 - dlw :j nuL npp l~ (provisions for 
L:mnll an<.l medium-sized companies). 
Specifically excluded by Art. 41 
of the Directive on annual 
accow1t:..; of banks. 
Section 6- Spr:cinl prov1sLons re1at.in1~ to certain items in the 
pt·ori t. :mel lnn:1 account. (1\r\.. ;•f.l-:lO) 
At·Lic.lt· : ll 
- ±.•.:.::_1.1' ~~~l!ll t;o lliltll\ lH•td~­
kl't ·pi r q'., aG Uwr•c in no 1 LC'm 
"Nnl: turnover". 
- applicn (for Art. 29, points 1~ 
;·m.-1 15, [:.,nd Art. 30, A !J and B t;). 
- npp l i.cn ( Ut<~ references nhould be 
ckclfl()d t.o apply to the Pr•ofl t and 
J.n:::: Accounts in the Di recti vc on 
nrH ttJal accounts of bankn). 
Section 7 - Vntuatton ruler. (Art. 31--12) 
Art i ('l.e :.n 
Article ~~f, 
- :qtp li<'f: 
- nppl icr: 
- :tpp 11P~\ 
- <tpplicr, 
- npp! .i.e~;, in accordance with Art·. 
:Hi of Lhe Directive on annual 
accounts of banks. 
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Article 36 
Article 37.1 
Article 38 
Article 39 
Article 40 
Articlr-> 41 
Section 8- Cont0nts of the notes 
Article 43.1 
- not applicable (outside the 3~ope 
of the Directive on an-
nual accounts of banks). 
Although there is no special 
- applies 
- applies 
app 1 ies 
- a~plies · 
- applies 
"R & D costs" heading 
in the sample balanc(~ 
sheet for banks, Article 
37.1. does apply, since 
such costs would be 1~­
cluded in item 9of th·~ 
"Ass(' tD" heading of Uw 
Dlr.cct.lvc on bank cwcot1ntn 
through the application 
of Article 1.3. 
(.specific provision of 
Art. 37 of the Directjve 
on bank account~, in ~c­
cordnnr::e with Al't. -y, .1 : 
~~~. of the Directi</(-
on annual accounts of 
banks. ~ 
on ~he accounts (Art. 43 - 4S) 
- a~plies (specific provision of 
Art. ~9.1 of the Direc-
tive on unnu;, t accot•nts 
of banks) amended as 
:f:'ollows: 
Ar' icle 43.(1) to (5) -apply 
ArtiC}t• 43,(6) 
Article 43.(7) 
Article· 43.(8) 
Arttcle 43.(9)-(12) 
Art1cle 43.(13) 
-· do~.:s not app 1 y ( r1'pl aC('d by 
Art. J9.2 of the Direc-
tive on annual account: 
of bnnlo:;) 
- §:.£.1 ies in accordance with 
Art. :.59.:3 of the Dlrec-
ti ve ol1bnnk or counts 
- does not apply (_!:_~) ac..::.Q by 
Art. 39.3 of the Di r·e~­
tivo on bnnk .:lCCOilnts 
- :1rpl ies. 
- par·ti.al application (set out .·nH.l 
- 43 -
delimited in Art. 39.~ ot 
the Direc~ive on bank ac-
counts). 
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Ar-ticle 4;3.i does not~~ (outside the scope of 
t:hc IJ i rective on annual accounts 
of b."lnks). 
Article 4~ - does not nrply (specific. ~rovision of 
/\[·t.. ttl of the Directive on. bank 
ite<:mm t.o). 
Artie!" 45.1 npplil·:~. 
Articlr 45.2 ·• first pnragraph: appli~s to the infor-
mation replacing that presc.ribed 
by Art. 43.1(8) of the Fourth 
·Directive,. i.e. that prescribed 
in Art. 39.4 of the Directive on 
·! 
:' 
bank accounts.' 
second paragraph:;does not apply (spe-
cific provision of Art. 41 of the 
Directive ~ri bank accounts)~ 
Section 9 - Conlent.n of the annual report (Art. 46) - applies 
Sect,!on 10- Publication (Art. 47- 50) 
Section ll 
................................. ~ ........... .. 
~l~ 1 , • .. , t o I', 1 , ,•l 0 1 , •' , 1 ,·, 
Article 47.1 - applies (th~ first paraRraph is set out 
in full in Art. 42.1 of the Direc-
tive on onnual occount~ Of bnnks; 
the :>ccond paragr11ph shall also 
npply). 
Article 47.2 -do not 1 ( ifi i 1 f d opp y spec c prov s on o an 47.3 Art. 41 of the Directive on an-
nual accounts of banks). 
Ar~icle 48 - applies (since the publication referred 
to in this Article covers all 
publication, and not only statu-
tory publication). 
Artiele 49 - applies (comment same as above). 
Article 50 - applies. 
A•ldit.ing (Art. 51) 
Article 51.1 - applies 
Arti~lE! ~1. 2 - do not appj.1, (specific provisicm of 
:
1
nd !il • 3 Ar·t. -11 or the 01 recti ve · orl bank 
''. 
I' 
.... ,-
·• 
.. 
,, 
:lc:eountr:;). 
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Section 12- Final provisions {Art. 52 - 62) 
',''f-''. 
Article 52 - applies, in that the powers of the Con-
tnct CommittP.l', wh~n consti-
tuted appropriately, are ex-
tended by Art. 43 of the Diro~­
tivc on bank accounts to cover 
that Directive. 
Article 53 
Article 54 
Arti.cle 55 
Article 56 
- does not apply (as the Article is only 
relevant with reference to 
applie~ 
Art. 11 and 27 ot the 4th' Direc-
tive, which do not apply). 
- does not apply {specific provisions of 
Art. 44 of the Directive on 
annual accounts of banks). 
- applies (the ·references to Arts. 9, 10 
::~nd 23 - 26 should be deemed to 
apply to the bnlance sheet and 
pr·ofi t and loss accounts 1 n thf~ 
Directive on bank accounts. as 
providod in Art. 1.2 of this 
Directive. Tho reference to 
Art. 43.1(7) shall be appltcnble 
with the corrective mechanism 
lnid down in Art. 39.3 of the 
Directive on bank accounts). 
Article 57.l- applies. 
Ar·t.icle 57 • .? - applier-;. lfnwf'ver, thn reff>rf>ncen to 
Art.. 11'7 and ',1 c:m only refer• t.o 
4'1. 1 nnd 51..1, .l:.; the other• pnrr-t~ 
~rnphs are irrrlevant. 
AJ'tlcle 57 •. 3 applien, with the inclusion of the 
spec :I nl provi !1lonn of the Di r.-'(' 
tiv~ on annual accounts of bankR. 
Ar·tic.-le 58.1- appliP:>. 
A1·t i.cll• ~>B.:)- ap~d.H·: .• (;;.'"'"comment. n:; for·')'/ •. ' 
1hqyp) • 
Ar·t.icln 58.~1- appl if'~;, with the inclwdon of the . 
spP.cial provinions of the Oil'<'<> 
tive on bank nccounts. 
Ar·t i c l.C' 59 - applies. 
Ar'ti~le (JO 
- doC's not_~i1U1. (outside the scope of ~-ht• 
l.lir·•!,.tlv~). 
l'lt·l I I ,,. I,J 
- ·•1·1'1 lt•:.. 
Ar·t : {. 1 '"' 6:' - r<'p_l.'lr.C'd by Art. 45 of the Directive ,,r, 
annual accounts of banks. 
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